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We're always acting as if we know what the future is. 
We turn up expecting the train to show up and 
sometimes they do, and sometimes they don't. We go 
to a Cafe expecting food. All approaches to working 
with the future have to adopt some stance to the fact 
that it is unknown, nonetheless we're going to act on 
it (Agency).  Now bring those two ingredients into play 
to think in a systematic way about the future in a two- 
by- two space where Agency on this one Axis , which is 
something to do with our ability to act, what sort of 
assumptions are we making, or what sort of challenge 
are we facing in the ability to act and then uncertainty 
on the other Axis to measure the degree of risk, and 
unknown outcomes that could hinder opportunities, 
introduce new threats.
Each Quadrant introduces challenges which are 
countered by using various approaches.
The past is a good guide to the future and we can work 
quantitatively, such as Forecasts, if the past is not a 
good guide to the future if it involves fundamental 
novelty or uncertainty then we move out into the realm 
of future uncertainty.

a road map
is that it brings the actors together to

remove uncertainty to settle down on a
direction of travel and all agree to do

things in a certain way because by
coming together someone's talking about
coordinated action we can determine our

future if we all agree on it
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Organise uncertainty into a small number of stories, 
roadmaps, or pathways [reflexive future].
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